Depletion of the Outer Asteroid Belt
Jer-Chyi Liou* and Renu Malhotra During the early history of the solar system, it is likely that the outer planets changed their distance from the sun, and hence, their influence on the asteroid belt evolved with time.
The gravitational influence of Jupiter and Saturn on the orbital evolution of asteroids in the outer asteroid belt was calculated.
The results show that the sweeping of mean motion resonances associated with planetary migration efficiently destabilizes orbits in the outer asteroid belt on a time scale of 10 million years. This mechanism provides an explanation for the observed depletion of asteroids in that region. (i) a lack of asteroids in the 1: 2 interior mean morion resonance (MMR) (2) with Jupiter centered at 3.28 AU, (ii) a lack of asteroids between 3.5 and 3.9 AU, (iii) a concentration of asteroids in the 2:3 interior MMR with Jupiter centered at 3.97 AU, and (iv) a lack of asteroids beyond the 2:3 interior MMR.
The "gravitational hypothesis" 
and L9
AU, prompting the conjecture that this feature may be related to the distribution of asteroids at the end t)f planetary formation or to other nongravitational processes (7, 8) . Here we consider the planet migrati_m hypothesis that has been invoked for severa[ outer solar system problems (9, 10 Our simulation with no planet migration ( Fig. 2B) is consistent with previous work: (i) most asteroids at the 1 : 2 interior MMR were depleted (5), (ii) asteroids at the 2:3 interior MMR were maintained in stable resonance, (iii) asteroids outside 4 AU were removed by close encounters with Jupiter (6), and (ix,) the depletion of asteroids between 3.5 and 3.9 AU was only about 50% (7) . The latter depletion fraction did not increase even with a 10-fold longer integration of 1 billion years (8 Semimajor axis (AU) ets produced an efficient depletion in the region between 3.5 and 3.9 AU on millikanyear time scales (Fig. 2, C beltin theclassical case (noplanet migration).When themigration ofgiant planets isincluded or,more specifically, when the inwardmigration of Jupiter is included, those threeresonances sweep through the region between 3.5and3.9AU.Asteroids originally notin anyresonances encounter thoseMMRs andgetcaptured, andtheir orbitsbecome chaotic (Fig.3) . It is this resonance-sweeping mechanism that depletes asteroids fromtheouter belt.
We alsoconsidered the effect of this mechanism onother parts oftheasteroid belt. Asteroids outside 4AUwere removed, whereasasteroids were maintained inthe2:3inte-riorMMRat 3.97AU (Fig.2) ,consistent withtheobserved asteroid distribution. However, in oursimulations, asteroids were capturedandmaintained in the 1:2 interior MMRat3.28 AU,contrary totheobserved gap atthislocation. A plausible explanation forthisdeficiency isthetimescale ofinstabilityforasteroids in thatresonance. In the classical case (noplanet migration), thetime scale toclear the1:2gap isontheorder of10 million years (5, 16) . A hint of this long-term effect is evident in Fig. 2E and is more obvious in Fig. 2B . We conclude that the asteroids at the 1:2 interior MMR were removed by the long-term perturbations of the planets after planet migration ceased (17). 
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